
Touchscreen Ballot Marking  
with a Voter Verifiable Paper Trail

Verity Duo



Mark + Print + Verify
Intuitive, touchscreen ballot marking device (BMD) with a voter  
verifiable paper summary. 
 
Absolute Transparency – Voters verify a printed, full-size, human- 
readable ballot summary before casting. Verity never encodes voter 
selections in a barcode for tabulation.



 Seamless, Efficient, Modern 

 Accessible technology that adapts to me

 Humanly Verifiable - Humans do not read barcode. 

 Trusted process, Verifiable results  

Elections Reimagined
The New Voter Experience (VX)

Working side-by-side with election professionals for more than 100 years, 
Hart is committed to helping advance democracy one election at a time. 

Hart’s mission fuels our passionate customer focus and a continuous 
drive for technological innovation. The result is Verity® – truly different 
election technology. Reimagined from the inside out, Verity Voting  
promises to provide jurisdictions with a future-proof investment in  
secure, transparent voting. 



Citizen Voting Experience

That Was Easy 
Voters mark and print ballot with Verity Duo, review, and feed  
the ballot record directly into Verity Scan. Green landing lights,  
on-screen directions, and tactile guides instruct the voter  
when and where to insert the ballot into Verity Scan.

I Could Read My Choices 
Duo provides the only ballot summary with a word-for-word 
legible record of voter ballot choices by contest, name  
of candidate and party, a bilingual ballot summary, and  
tabulates from the same human readable information  
the voter verified, not a barcode.

Everyone Could Vote 
Complies with ADA standards, with controls in easy reach  
of users in a seated position. Only Verity uses AIGA Design  
for Democracy templates.

Every Device Can Be Accessible 
Every Verity Duo works with Verity’s Audio Tactile Interface.   
No need to track and deploy separate accessible units.



Full-Size Ballot, Voter Verifiable



Verity is Designed for Everyone

Verity technology is equipped with a full suite of accessibility features  
to ensure every voter can vote privately and independently. 



Election Administration Experience 

Completely Auditable Paper Trail 
Duo provides the only ballot summary and tabulation 
from the same human readable information the voter 
verified, not a barcode.

Better Ballots 
Full size ballot summary protects information integrity. 
No illegible, shrinking fonts, real estate lost to barcodes, 
cut off words, or awkward alignment of contests and 
selections that impact auditability. 

Cost-Effective 
Fewer consumables. No toner. No ink cartridges.  
Vote records print on thermal paper for easy upkeep.

Compact 
Easy to store, transport, and set up. Lightweight and  
compact, Verity transports securely in standard vehicles.



Verity Controller with AutoBallot 

High traffic polling places or  
vote centers? Streamline your  
operations and pair Verity Duo 

with Verity Controller for  
centralized polling place  

management.

Verity Duo Go 

The first and only purpose-built 
device of its kind, Verity Duo Go 

delivers a portable voting  
technology that guarantees  

every voter a paper vote record,  
even in their vehicle. 

Duo Partner Products for Added Benefits



Meet Hart InterCivic

109+
Years
Election 
Experience

<5
Year old
products
(Others 10+)

750+
Customers in 
large and small 
counties and 
states

10+
Years and 
counting

95%
Customer
Satisfaction

94%
Retention

<2K
Smallest*

>2.5M
Largest*

Years

Customers

*Registered Voters

Meet Hart InterCivic



No voter choices
in barcodes

Bilingual ballot
summary

Full size ballot for a 
better voter experience 

and cost savings

100% 
Voter

Verifiable

Building a Better Paper Trail

Connect with us. 
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